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1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS 
Let BR be the ball in RN centered at the origin with radius R, and p, q, and m be positive 
constants. In this short paper, we study the blow-up rate estimates of positive solutions to the 
following semilinear parabolic systems with nonlinear boundary conditions: 
ut = Au+v*, vt = Au, XEBR, t > 0, 
x E ~BR, t > 0, 
u(2,O) = fJo(x), 2)(x, 0) = vo(x), xEBR, 
where v is the exterior normal vector on ~BR, initial data ue(x) and vc(x) are nonnegative and 
nontrivial C1 functions. By the results of [l], we know that the solution of (1.1) blows up in 
finite time if and only if 
max{mq - 1,mp - 1) > 0. (1.2) 
Throughout this paper, we assume that (1.2) holds and the solution (u, v) of (1.1) blows up in 
finite time T. It is obvious that u and v blow up simultaneously. By (1.2), it follows that 
P2 
2mq+q-1 
==%mp>l and p< 
2mq+q- 1 
l+m l+m 
*mq>l. 
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Our present work is motivated by the papers [24]. Deng [2] and Rossi [3] discussed the blow- 
up rates of positive solutions to the following heat systems with nonlinear boundary conditions 
(mq > 1): 
ut = Au, vt = Au, ZcBBR, t > 0, 
2 E aBR, t > 0, 
4x, 0) = uo(x), v(x, 0) = ye(x), x E BR. 
Let T be the blow-up time of solution (u,v) of (1.3). They obtained that there exist positive 
constants c and C such that, for 0 < t < T, 
c 5 ongxt yixzl(~, 7)(T - t)(‘+q)‘[2(mq-1)1 5 C, 
-- R 
c 5 onl~3xt ly%xv(., T)(T - t)(1+m)‘[2(w-1)1 I c. 
-- R 
In [4], Wang studied the blow-up rates of positive solutions to the following semilinear parabolic 
systems coupled in an equation and a boundary condition (mp > 1): 
ut =Au+v”, vt = Au, XEBR, t > 0, 
au m -=u , 
a77 
XEaBR, t>o, 
4x, 0) = uo(x), 45 0) = vo(4, XEBR, 
and obtained that 
c 5 o~~yyxu(~, T)(T - t)(2+p)‘[2(mp-1)1 I C, 
-- R 
c 5 oyTtxt yxv(~, T)(T - t)(1+2m)‘[2(mp-1)1 5 C. 
-- R 
For problem (l.l), there are two nonlinear terms in the equation of u, one is the reaction term VP 
and the other one is the absorption term vq (nonlinear boundary condition). It is important to 
find out the whole effects of the reaction term VP and the absorption terms vQ, urn on the blow-up 
rates. In fact we will find, as we expected, that when p > (2mq + q - l)/(l + m) the reaction 
term VP plays the dominating role, when p < (2mq + q - l)/(l + m) the absorption term vq plays 
the dominating role, while when p = (2mq + q - l)/(l + m) the reaction term VP and absorption 
term v’J have the same roles. Explicitly, our main results of the present paper read as follows. 
THEOREM 1. If the initial data UO(X) = UO(T), Q(X) = O( ) v r are radial and symmetric functions 
such that the solution (u, v) satisfies v, 2 0, then we have the following. 
(i) There exists positive constant c such that 
o~~ppgixu(~, T) 2 c(T - t)-(2+p)‘[2(mp-f)l, 
-- R 
oln7Lxt ngv(., T) 2 c(T - t)-(1+2m)‘[2(mp-1)l, 
-- 
if p 2 (2mq + q - l)/(l + m), and 
oxnTixt ngxu(.,~) 1 c(T - t)-(1+q)‘[2(mq-1)1, 
-- 
o~7+xtngv(~,~) 1 c(T - t)-(1+m)‘[2(‘+)1, 
- - 
O<t<T, 
O<t<T, 
O<t<T, 
O<t<T, 
(1.5) 
(1.6) 
if p < (2mq + q - l)/(l + m). 
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(ii) If one of the following holds: 
(A) ut,ut 2 0; 
(B) when p > (2mq + q - l)/(l + m), the following [a) or (b) holds: 
(4 1 2+P 1+2m 1 N 
max 2(mp - 1)’ 2(mp - 1) ’ T’ 
(b) 
2+P 1+2m N 
2(mp - 1)’ 2(mp - 1) = Y 
and -p,m>l; 
when p 5 (2mq + q - l)/(l + m), max{(l+q)/a(mq- l), (l+m)/2(mq- 1)) 1 N/2 
holds. 
Then there exists positive constant C such that 
msaxu(.,t) 5 C(T - t)-(2+pM2(mp-l)l, O<t<T, 
%&(.,t) < C(T - ~)-(‘+2m)/[2h’-1)l, O<t<T, 
(1.7) 
if p 1 (2mq + q - l)/(l + m), and 
%mu(.,J) 5 C(T _ +‘+‘d/[2(mq-1)l, O<t<T, 
n&(., t) 5 C(T - t)-(1+m)/[2(mq-1)], O<t<T, 
(1.8) 
if p < (2mq + q - l)/(l + m). 
REMARK. If p = (2mq + q - l)/(l + m), then (2 + p)/[2(mp - l)] = (1 + q)/[2(mq - l)] and 
(1 + Zm)/[S(mp - l)] = (1 + m)/[2(mq - l)]. 
There are many related works on the blow-up rates of solutions to parabolic systems with 
nonlinear boundary conditions. Please refer to [5-131 and the references therein. 
. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
By the assumptions, we know that u(z, t) = u(r, t), ~(2, t) = V(T, t) are radially symmet- 
ric. For any t > 0, denote h(t) = rnaxol,lt u(R,7), f(t) = maxO<T<t maxBR u(., T), g(t) = 
rnms,st maxBR v(., T) = rnax,,l,lt w(R, T). Then h(t), f(t), and i($ are monotone nonde- 
creasing in t, and f(t) 2 h(t). Denote k = maxBR lub(r)I, arid let w = u, + /c, then we have 
N-l N-l 
wt = Wrr + -% - $, wSN-l f 
-k + p~~-~v,. 
I-2 
L w-r + 
N-l N-l 
-‘wr - -q-w, O<r<R, O<t<T. r 
Since ~(0, t) = k, w(R, t) = k + vq(R, t), and w(r,O) 2 0 for all 0 5 T 5 R, the maximum 
principle implies that w 2 0, i.e., Us 1 -k. For any t > 0, let r(t) E [0, R] be such that 
u(r(t), t) = maxBR u(+,t). Then u(R,t) 2 u(r(t), t) - k(R - r(t)) 2 u(r(t), t) - kR. Since 
f(t)+coast-+T-, there exists TO : 0 < TO < T such that 
h(t) = oyyt oyyt 44 7) 2 U@-(T)> T) - kR -- -- 
= f(t) - kR 2 ;f@), VT0 5 t < T. 
For simplicity, we define positive constants Q and p as follows: 
a=2+p p=l.g, ifp> 2mq+q-1 
mp-1’ l+m ’ 
1+q p l+m Cy=- ifp< Smq+q-1 
mq-1’ 
=-) 
mq-1 l+m . 
(2.1) 
We first use the ideas of (10,12,14] to prove the following lemma. 
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LEMMA 1. There exists a positive constant E such that 
Egl’qt) 5 p(t), &p”(t) 5 gl’fl(t), Vt E [To,T). (2.2) 
PROOF. On the contrary, we assume that the first inequality of (2.2) is not true, then there exists 
a sequence {tn} with t, + T- as n 400 such that 
g-“P (tn) fl’” (tn) -+ 0, asn-tco. (2.3) 
For each t,, there exists (fn, &J E ~BRX (0, tn] such that v(&, &,) =g(&). Because g(tn) + 00, 
it follows that &., + T- as n --f 00. Let 
A, = x (&) = g-l’@ (tn) , (Pn(Y, 4 = x,Q’IL (WLY + %I, g&s + S) , 
MY, s) = A$ (A-JLY + &I, gs + &J , (y,s) E a, x In(T), 
(2.4 
where In(t) = (-A;‘%~,, A;“(t-&)), fit, = {y : X,7Z,,y+f, E BR} and R, is a rotation operator 
such that (-l,O,. . . (0) is the exterior normal vector of Xl,, at 0. By the expressions of Q and ,PJ, 
and 
we see that (P,, and @,, satisfy 
(cpn), = 4,‘~n + %+a-pPICl:, (~44~ = 4,$~,, y E fin, s E In(T), 
4% wn -= Xl+n-(IP q 
877 n 
II, 7x7 -& =cp,“, Y E ml, s E L(T), 
1Ln(O70) = 1, 0 I Ilrn(Y,S) 5 1, Y EQn, s E (-x,“in,o] , 
0 5 (Pn(Y, s> 5 f (L) !Fp (hd , YE% s E (-x;2in, o] . 
By the expressions of cr and p, we have that 
2+ff-pP=l+a--qqp=o, ifp = 
2mq+q-1 
l+m ’ 
2+cr-pp=o, 1+cr-qp>o, ifp > 
2mq+q-1 
l+m ’ 
2+cr-pp>o, 1+a-qp=o, ifp< 
2mq+q-1 
l+m 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
Systems (2.6) and (2.7) show that the terms X~+;ea-Pp$~, XL+&-Q~~T&, and cpr are uniformly 
bounded. For any K > 0, the boundary Xl, rl {Iyl < K} is in the class C2+& and approaches 
the hyperplane {yl = 0) as n ---) 00. Recalling (2.5) and (2.6), and using Schauder’s estimates 
we obtain 
Il((Pn~~n)llCz+r.l+r/P({~~~~,~,~~~}~~-~,~~) I cl-c, (2.8) 
where the constant CK is independent of n. It follows that there exists a subsequence of {cpn, &,}, 
which is denoted also by {cpn, $J,,}, and nonnegative functions cp and 11, such that 
OfJn, w + ($3 11>, uniformly on &, n {Iyl I K} x [-K, 0] 
for any K > 0, and (cp,$~) satisfies 
cps = Ay’p + &V, 11s = A,& Y-Y, s E (-401, 
-&az,q, -&P, y1=0, SE(-oo,O], 
(2.9) 
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where 
61 = 62 = 1, ifp= 
2mq+q-1 
1+m ’ 
61 = 1, 62 2mq+q-1 = 0, ifp> 
1+m ’ 
bl = 0, 62 = 1, ifp < Pmq+q-1 l+m . 
(2.10) 
It is obvious that cp and II, are continuous at (0,O). In view of (2.3) and (2.6), we see that 
cp(y, s) z 0, $(O, 0) = 1. It is a contradiction with (2.9). 
Using (2.1), in a similar way, we can prove the second inequality of (2.2). 
PROOF OFTHEOREM~. 
I 
(i) Let G(z, t; y, T) be the Green’s function for the heat equation in BR satisfying 8 = 0 on 
8BR. For z E BR and 0 < z < t < T, we have the representation formula (cf. [2,15]), 
v(x,t) = 
J 
t 
G(x, C Y, .+(Y, 4 dy + 
JJ 
G(x, t; y, T)TP(R, T) dS, dr. (2.11) 
BR I ~BR 
It is obvious that 
J BR 
G(x, t; Y, MY, 4 &/ 5 ~y4, z>= 44 ~1. 
According to the estimate for G shown in [16], it follows from (2.2) and (2.11) that, for TO 5 z < T, 
J 
t 
g(t) 5 g(z) + C gmQ’P(T)(t.- 7)-l/2 dT 2 g(z) + Cg”“‘P(t)(T - z)? 
z 
By our assumption, g(t) +mast+T-. ForanyzE[To,T),onecanchooset:z<t<Tsuch 
that g(t) = 29(z). Thus, we have 
zg(z) L g(z) + Cg”“‘P(z)(T - 41’2, To 5 t < T. 
Since mcr - /3 = 1, the above inequality implies g(z) 2 c(T - z)-~/~ (TO 5 z < T) for some 
positive constant c. In view of (2.2), we get f(z) 2 c(T - Z)-~/~ (TO < z < T) for some positive 
constant c. The proof is completed. I 
(ii) 
(A) If the solution (u,v) satisfies ut, ut 1 0, then we have h(t) = u(R, t), j(t) = maxBR u(., t), 
g(t) = v(R, t). Let I’(z, t) be the fundamental solution for the heat equation, namely, 
Iyx,t) = 
(4ntfN/2 exp 
Then for 0 < z < t < T and 2 E BR, we have the Green’s identity (see [12,13]) 
w(x,t) = 
J 
t 
W - Y, t - 44~, 4 4/ + 
JJ 
I’(x - y, t - T)u”‘(R, T) dS, dT 
BR z ~BR 
t 
JJ 
(2.12) 
+ 
z ~'BR 
~(R,T)$(x -y,t -~)d$,dT, 
where Q is the exterior normal vector on ~BR. Letting x + ~BR and using the jump 
relation for the third term on the right-hand side of (2.12) first, and then utilizing (2.1) 
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and (2.2), we have 
+(R,t) = 
s 
t 
r(z - Y, t - t.)dY, z> dY + 
BR ss 
I’(x - y, t - T)P(R, T) dS, dr 
* ah 
I’(x - y, t - r)g”-+(r) dS, dr 
(2.13) 
t + JS g(r)E(z - y,t - ~)dS,d7, for x E cYBR, To<z<t<TT. z aBR 617 
It follows from (2.13) that there exists positive constant c such that 
J t gmq,) g(t) 2 cz G dT, 
Same as the proof of Theorem 3.3 in [12] one obtains g(z) < C(T - .z)-flj2 (To 5 z < T) 
for some positive constant C. Thanks to (2.2), we have f(z) 5 C(!/!‘-Z)-~/~ (Tc 5 z < T) 
for some positive constant C. 
(B) Under the conditions of (B), we first use the ideas of [10,14] to prove the estimate of V. 
For any to E (T/2,T), we define t,$ := max{t E (to,T) : g(t) = 2g(to)}. Let A(t0) = 
g-l/P(to), we assert that 
x-2 (to) (to+ - to) 5 M, 
T 
Z<to<T 
for some positive constant M which is independent of to. If (2.14) is not true, then 
there exist tn + T- such that Xe2(t,)(tt - tn) + 00. Same as the proof of Lemma 1, 
there exists (&, &) E a& x (0, tn] such that v(&, &,) = g(t,,). Define (~~(9, s), &(y, s) 
as (2.4), then (2.5) holds and (2.6) becomes (A, = X(t,)) 
l(l?Jo,o> = 1, 0 I ha(Y,S) 5 x3 (c-g = 27 Y E Qn, s E 1, (tn+) 7 
0 5 cp,(y,s) < XEf (tn+) I A;&-=ga’a (tn+) = E-TW, y E %, s E Ll (tn+> . 
Here, (2.2) is used in the last inequality. Same as the proof of Lemma 1, there exist C2*’ 
functions cp(y, s) and $(y, s) which satisfy 
Yl =o, s E (--oo,~), 
(2.15) 
where 61,62 satisfy (2.10). If p > (2mq + q - l)/(l + m), then 61 = 1 and Ss = 0. By the 
results of [17] we know that (cp, +) blows up in finite time. If p < (2mq + q - l)/(l + m), 
then 61 = 0 and 6s = 1. It follows from the results of [18] that (cp, $) blows up in finite 
time. If p = (2mq + q - l)/(l + m), then 61 = 62 = 1. Using the comparison principle and 
the results of [17,18] we also get that (cp, $) blows up in finite time. These contradictions 
show that (2.14) holds. 
Fix to E (T/2,T), denote tl = t$, t2 = tt, . . . , tn+l = tz, . . . , then we have 
g (tn+l) = 2g (tn) , tn+l - t, 5 MC2” (tn) , n=1,2,.... 
From Lemma 3.1 of [lo], it follows that the estimate of v holds. By use of (2.2), we obtain 
the estimate of u. I 
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